Print gorgeous photographs and posters in Spark Studio.

The Canon ProGRAF Pro–1000 is a photograph and poster printer used by photographers and professionals around the world. This (very large) printer can accurately produce the most difficult colors on paper up to 11 x 17”.

This printer is not for everyday printing. We highly recommend choosing a specific project or photograph and consulting the price guide, paper choices, and print size information provided. Print times can vary; a large poster can take up to 1 hour to complete.

Specifications:
- Prints up to 11x17 or as small as 2x3
- Precision color-matching for optimal prints and posters

Accessories:
Available, Included, & Necessary
- Use with high-resolution projects on Adobe Suite, GIMP
- Pricing and paper choice guide
- Up to 1 hour of Studio time

Pro Tips for Pro Printing:

1) Print a test copy.
Test your project using the public color printer located on the 2nd floor to check margins, colors, and other small errors for a small fee of 55 cents.

2) No bulk, no copies.
Of course you can! But we should tell you that there are more economical options. Ask a staff member about what could work best for your project to save time and money, and most importantly-- get the results you want!